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Instructions for Oiling and Cleaning ITG Foam Air Filters 

 
If your ITG filter has not been pre-oiled please see the information below. Use of an un-
oiled or dry foam filter is specifically not recommended as this will reduce filter efficiency by 
allowing small dust particles to pass through the filter into your engine.  
 
Recently ITG has performed testing to determine which foam filter oils and cleaners perform 

best from a foam durability perspective. Based on these results Coast Fabrication now 

recommends the use of, and offers products manufactured by the Rock Oil Company. 

Although not well known in the US, Rock Oil is a very well respected provider of oils in 

England and throughout Europe.   

Rock Oil “Factory Eco Foam” is a synthetic foam filter oil that is water washable and has 

received high praise from ITG and Coast Fabrication.   

Rock Oil “Factory Foam” has also gotten outstanding results however this oil is not water 

washable and must be cleaned with their “Factory Foam Kleen”.  If use of a solvent based 

cleaner is not an issue, these two products are also recommended. 

For best results please carefully follow the directions for oiling and cleaning found on the 

Rock Oil container. 

Coast Fabrication recommends that US customers purchase and use these Rock Oil 

products on their ITG filters.  Should you have preference to use a foam filter oil or cleaner 

from another manufacturer please contact us beforehand. 

Under no circumstances should cotton gauze filter oil such as K&N or any other oil not 
specifically designed and manufactured for foam air filters be used.  This oil will likely not 
stick to the foam and could allow dust through the filter with the risk of causing engine or 
MAF sensor damage.  
 
For ten years Coast Fabrication recommended and sold No-Toil foam filter oil and cleaner 
and achieved very good results with them. The recent testing has convinced us that Rock 
Oil products will perform at the highest level. Because of advantages offered by being in full 
alignment with the ITG factory we now recommend and sell Rock Oil products. 
 
Please telephone Coast Fabrication at (714) 842-2603 or e-mail us at info@coastfab.com 
with any questions regarding care and maintenance of your ITG air filter.  
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